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Measures of predictability in physiological signals based on entropy metrics have been widely used in the application domain 
of medical assessment and clinical diagnosis. In this paper, we propose a new entropy-based pattern learning by a combination 
of singular spectrum analysis (SSA) and entropy measures for assessment of physiological signals. Physiological signals are �rst 
represented as a series of SSA components, and then well-established entropy measures are extracted from the resulting SSA 
components that can help to facilitate the features extraction from physiological signals. �e entropy measures of notable SSA 
components are used to form input features and fed into pattern classi�er. To demonstrate its validity, applicability, and versatility, 
the proposed entropy-based pattern learning is used to perform medical assessments with three kinds of classical physiological 
signals, that is, electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyogram (EMG), and RR-interval signals. Experiments demonstrate that in 
all cases, the proposed entropy-based pattern learning can e�ectively capture speci�c biosignal patterns of physiological signals 
and achieve excellent identi�cation performances for the assessments of EEG, EMG, and RR-interval signals. Besides, through the 
comparison of the identi�cation performances for entropy-based pattern learning based on the physiological signals themselves and 
the SSA components, it is concluded that the discriminating power of entropy-based pattern learning based on the SSA components 
is much stronger than that based on the physiological signals themselves. Since it can be easily extended to any other physiological 
signal analysis, the proposed entropy-based pattern learning may use as an e�cient approach to reveal biosignal patterns for medical 
assessment of physiological signals.

1. Introduction

Physiological signal is an invaluable data source, which can be 
utilized for examining the functioning of the human body 
[1, 2]. With the help of data mining and machine learning tech-
niques, physiological signals are already widely used to assess 
cognitive states [3], monitor psychological functions [4], diag-
nose human diseases [5–7], and so on. Driven by the strong 
demand on the practical applications, increasing attention has 
been paid to using machine learning methods for analysis and 
assessment of physiological signals in recent years [8]. For 
instance, Narula et al. demonstrated an application case which 
used three machine learning algorithms (support vector 

machines (SVM), random forests and arti�cial neural net-
works) and echocardiographic data to automatically discrimi-
nate the hypertrophic cardiomyopathy from the physiological 
hypertrophy in athletes [8]. Owing to the remarkable progress 
of machine learning, the unprecedented accuracy for pattern 
learning has been achieved. Some intelligent algorithms even 
can do better than a quali�ed doctor in the clinical diagnosis 
of diseases such as the detection of skin cancer [9]. Undoubtedly, 
pattern learning for the analysis and forecasting of physiological 
signals can be viewed as a promising avenue for healthcare 
applications based on physiological signals [10, 11].

Nowadays, entropy-based pattern learning has been 
proved to have strong power to reveal the intrinsic features 
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in physiological signals. Entropy not only can be used to 
measure the additional information needed to determine 
the state of a system, but also can be used to quantify the 
irregular, random and chaotic behavior of physiological 
signals [12]. �ere have been reported many application 
cases of entropy-based pattern learning by the use of a vari-
ety of entropy measures (such as approximate entropy 
(ApEn), sample entropy (SampEn), permutation entropy, 
spectral entropy, short-term Rényi entropy and Shannon 
entropy, and so on) [13–21]. For instance, Raghu et al. pro-
posed a novel minimum variance modi�ed fuzzy entropy 
to identify epileptic seizures in real time from electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) signals, which achieved the classi�ca-
tion accuracy of 100% [22]. As a promising approach for 
medical assessment of physiological signals, the entro-
py-based pattern learning can o«en achieve very good per-
formance for the detection of physiological status and 
activity or even medical diagnosis. By reviewing the avail-
able literature, there are main three factors that can a�ect 
the performance of entropy-based pattern learning for 
assessment of physiological signals.

(i)  First of all, it is well-known that machine learning 
algorithms have great in¬uence on the performance 
on entropy-based pattern learning tasks. For instance, 
Acharya et al. explored seven di�erent machine learn-
ing algorithms to investigate the automated diagnosis 
of epileptic EEG using entropies [23]. Recently, some 
scholars even tried to employ deep learning to analyze 
physiological signals [24].

(ii)  Secondly, the types of entropy measures also play an 
important role in the performance on speci�c pat-
tern learning tasks. As is well known, di�erent types 
of entropy measures can capture di�erent features 
from physiological signals [25]. For instance, Li et al. 
investigated nine entropy measures of EEG signals for 
emotion recognition [26].

(iii)  �irdly, how to deal with physiological signals in the 
interest of e�ectively extracting entropy measures 
from them has been becoming one of the most key 
factors that determine the performance on entro-
py-based pattern learning tasks. �e existing studies 
have shown that using the entropy-based pattern 
learning for assessment of physiological signals, the 
feature extraction of entropy measures depends heav-
ily on the decomposition and representation methods 
of physiological signals [27–39].

Many advanced methods, such as discrete wavelet transform 
[35, 39], wavelet packet decomposition [36, 37], empirical 
mode decomposition (EMD) [38], ensemble empirical mode 
decomposition [28], etc., have been introduced to deal with 
physiological signals with the aim of e�ectively extracting 
entropy measures from them. Table 1 summarizes the existing 
various decomposition and representation methods for entro-
py-based pattern learning in the interest of e�ectively extract-
ing entropy measures from physiological signals. In these 
practical applications, researchers �nd the facts that when 
using entropy-based pattern learning for assessment of phys-
iological signals, the decomposition and representation of 

Table 1: Summary of the existing various decomposition and representation methods for entropy-based pattern learning in the interest of 
e�ectively extracting entropy measures from physiological signals.

IMFs, intrinsic mode functions; MEMD, multivariate empirical mode decomposition; FAWT, ¬exible analytic wavelet transform; EEMD, ensemble empirical 
mode decomposition; TQWT, tunable-Q wavelet transform; OWFBs, orthogonal wavelet �lter banks; WPD, wavelet packet decomposition; STFT, short-time 
Fourier transform; EMD, empirical mode decomposition; DWT, discrete wavelet transform; MulFuEn, multivariate fuzzy entropy; ShWavEn, Shannon wavelet 
entropy; RyWavEn, Rényi wavelet entropy; FuzApEn, fuzzy approximate entropy; KNN, �-nearest neighbour; LS-SVM, least squares support vector machine; 
SMO-SVM, sequential minimal optimization-support vector machine; ELM, extreme learning machine; DBN, deep belief network.

Study Decomposition and representation 
method Entropy measures ML Application domains Year

[27] IMFs of MEMD for EEG signals Shannon entropy, etc. KNN, etc. Emotion recognition 2018
[28] IMFs of EEMD for ECG signals SampEn, etc. SMO-SVM Arrhythmic risk prediction 2017

[29] 15 levels decomposition of FAWT for 
EEG Cross correntropy, etc. LS-SVM Focal EEG Detection 2017

[30] Sub-band signals of TQWT for EEG MulFuEn LS-SVM Focal EEG analysis 2017
[31] Sub-bands of TQWT for EEG Kraskov entropy LS-SVM Epileptic seizure detection 2017
[32] Four levels decomposition of OWFBs ShWavEn, RyWavEn LS-SVM Focal EEG Detection 2017

[33] �ree levels decomposition of WPD 
for ECG ApEn SVM Arrhythmia evaluation 2016

[34] Five frequency bands of STFT for 
EEG Di�erential entropy DBN Emotion recognition 2015

[35] Six levels decomposition of DWT for 
EEG Wavelet entropy, etc. KNN, etc. Focal EEG classi�cation 2015

[36] 2‒5 levels decomposition of WPD for 
EEG ApEn, etc. ELM, SVM Epileptic EEG and �ve mental tasks 

classi�cation 2015

[38] IMFs of EMD for EEG Spectral entropy, etc. LS-SVM Classi�cation of focal EEG 2015

[39] Fi«h levels decomposition of DWT 
for EEG FuzApEn SVM Epileptic seizure detection 2014
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physiological signals is a critical step for the feature extraction 
of entropy measures, which can allow speci�c intrinsic features 
to be extracted from physiological signals. For instance, 
Sharma et al. proposed a framework for entropy-based pattern 
learning based on EMD to identify focal and nonfocal EEG 
signals [38]. �e EEG signals were �rst represented as the 
intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) by the use of the EMD 
method. �en �ve entropy measures, i.e., Shannon entropy, 
Renyi’s entropy, ApEn, SampEn, and phase entropy, were cal-
culated from di�erent IMFs. �e SVM was used as a pattern 
classi�er to achieve identifying the focal and nonfocal EEG 
signals. Similarly, Gupta et al. also presented a framework for 
entropy-based pattern learning based on ¬exible analytic 
wavelet transform (FAWT) to detect the focal EEG signals 
[29]. �e EEG signals were �rst represented as 15 levels of 
FAWT. �ree entropy metrics, i.e., cross correntropy, Stein’s 
unbiased risk estimate entropy and log energy entropy, were 
calculated from the sub-band signals and reconstructed the 
original signal. �e �-nearest neighbor and SVM were used 
as pattern classi�ers to perform the automatic diagnosis of 
focal EEG signals. In view of the recent advances on the entro-
py-based pattern learning, it clearly shows that how to deal 
with the physiological signals for the purpose of obtaining the 
optimum performance on speci�c pattern learning task is one 
of the critical practical issues of entropy-based pattern learn-
ing in the current research communities.  

As we can see in Table 1, exploring e�ective decomposition 
and representation methods of physiological signals to facili-
tate the feature extraction of entropy measures is a rich 
research area. In our study, we develop a novel feature engi-
neering approach based on singular spectrum analysis (SSA) 
to decompose physiological signals for entropy-based pattern 
learning, which is di�erent from the available approaches for 
entropy-based pattern learning to deal with physiological sig-
nals. �e novelty of the proposed entropy-based pattern learn-
ing is that the combination of SSA and entropy measures can 
help to facilitate the feature extraction of entropy measures 
from physiological signals. In the interest of e�ectively extract-
ing entropy measures, physiological signals are �rst repre-
sented as a series of SSA components and then extract entropy 
measures from the resulting SSA components. �e SSA com-
ponents are capable of facilitating the feature extraction of 
entropy measures from physiological signals. To summarize, 
the main contributions in our work are described to be: (1) 
An innovative entropy-based pattern learning is proposed for 
assessment of physiological signals, which is based on a com-
bination strategy of SSA and entropy measures. (2) �e e�ect 
of entropy measures of SSA components for assessment of 
physiological signals is analyzed with three kinds of classical 
physiological signals (EEG, electromyogram (EMG) and 
RR-interval signals) associating with speci�c physiological 
states and biosignal patterns. (3) �e performance of the pro-
posed entropy-based pattern learning for the assessment of 
EEG, EMG, and RR-interval signals is investigated extensively 
and the validity, applicability, and versatility of the proposed 
entropy-based pattern learning are demonstrated.

�is paper is organized according to the following struc-
ture. Section 2 introduces the experimental data used in our 
work. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed entropy-based 

pattern learning, including that the physiological signals with 
the representation of SSA components, entropy measures, 
pattern classi�er, and performance evaluation. Section 4 pre-
sents the experimental results of using the proposed entro-
py-based pattern learning for the assessment of EEG, EMG, 
and RR-interval signals and gives some comparison results 
with the existing studies. Section 5 discusses some key prob-
lems for the proposed entropy learning and highlights the 
advantages and disadvantages. Section 6 makes a conclusion 
about our work.

2. Materials

In this paper, based on three kinds of typical physiological 
signals, EEG, EMG, and RR-interval signals, the proposed 
entropy-based pattern learning was applied to perform exper-
iment evaluations for the identi�cation of speci�c biosignal 
patterns in these physiological signals so as to demonstrate its 
validity, applicability and versatility.

2.1. EEG Signals. �e EEG signals used in this paper 
were available online and provided by the department of 
epileptology, University of Bonn, Germany [40, 41]. �e open 
EEG dataset consisted of �ve subsets (datasets S, F, N, O, and 
Z). �e datasets O and Z were collected from surface EEG 
recordings using a standardized electrode placement scheme 
according to the international 10–20 system. �e datasets N, 
F, and S originated from EEG archive of presurgical diagnosis, 
which were selected from all recording sites exhibiting ictal 
activity. Each of the EEG datasets included 100 segments and 
the duration of each segment was 23.6 seconds corresponding 
to 4097 sample points with the sampling frequency 173.61 Hz. 
It should be noted that each segment of datasets S, F, N, O, and 
Z were all single-channel EEG signals, which were selected and 
cut out from continuous multichannel EEG recordings a«er 
visual inspection for artifacts, e.g., due to muscle activity or 
eye movements. For more in-depth information, please refer 
to the reference [41].

In this paper, we used the EEG signals of datasets O and 
Z to demonstrate the proposed entropy-based pattern learning 
for the identi�cation of the eye-open and eye-closed states. 
�e EEG signals of datasets O and Z were recorded from �ve 
healthy volunteers who were relaxed in an awake state with 
their eyes closed and open in the course of the experiment, 
respectively. �ere were a total of 200 samples available and 
the numbers of samples of eye-open and eye-closed states were 
both 100.

2.2. EMG Signals. �e EMG signals used in this paper were 
obtained from the Physiological Action Data Set (PADS) in 
the UCI Machine Learning Repository [42]. �e EMG signals 
were recorded from 4 subjects (age 25–30; one female) who 
were instructed to perform ten normal and ten aggressive 
physical actions (the ten normal actions were: (1) bowing; 
(2) clapping; (3) handshaking; (4) hugging; (5) jumping; 
(6) running; (7) seating; (8) standing; (9) walking; and (10) 
waving, respectively, and the ten aggressive actions include: 
(1) elbowing; (2) front kicking; (3) hammering; (4) heading; 
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congestive heart failure (NYHA classes I, II, and III). Subjects 
included 8 men and 2 women; gender was not known for the 
remaining 21 subjects. �e original ECG recordings for both 
NSR and CHF RR interval databases were digitized at 128 Hz 
and the RR-interval signals were obtained by automated 
analysis with manual review and correction. For more in-
depth information, please refer to the online information at 
https://physionet.org/physiobank.

In this paper, we used the �rst one hour of the RR-interval 
signals to demonstrate the entropy-based pattern learning for 
the identi�cation of the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states. 
�ere were a total of 83 samples available and the numbers of 
samples of the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states were 54 and 
29, respectively.

3. Methods

�is paper proposes a new entropy-based pattern learning for 
assessment of physiological signals based on a combination 
strategy of SSA and entropy measures. For the proposed entro-
py-based pattern learning, the main innovation is to employ 
SSA components to facilitate the feature extraction of entropy 
measures from physiological signals. Figure 1 shows the block 
diagram of the proposed entropy-based pattern learning by a 
combination of SSA and entropy measures for assessment of 
physiological signals. As shown in Figure 1, physiological sig-
nals are �rst represented as SSA components by SSA method. 

(5) kneeing; (6) pulling; (7) punching; (8) pushing; (9) side 
kicking; and (10) slapping, respectively). �e EMG signals 
were 8-channel recordings recorded by the Delsys EMG 
apparatus using eight skin-surface electrodes placed on the 
upper arms (biceps and triceps), and upper legs (thighs and 
hamstrings). Each contained about 10000 samples. For more 
details about the PADS database, please refer to the online 
information at https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets [42].

In this paper, we used the EMG signals with the �rst 5000 
data points of the �rst channel (corresponding to the right 
bicep EMG signals) to demonstrate the proposed entro-
py-based pattern learning for the identi�cation of the normal 
and aggressive physical actions. �ere were a total of 80 sam-
ples available and the numbers of samples of normal and 
aggressive physical actions were both 40.

2.3. Interbeat Intervals. �e interbeat intervals (RR-interval 
signals, the abbreviation of RR referred to the interval between 
two successive � peaks of electroencephalogram (ECG) 
signals) used in this paper were obtained from two RR interval 
databases found at https://physionet.org/physiobank, one was 
the normal sinus rhythm (NSR) RR interval database [43] and 
the other was the congestive heart failure (CHF) RR interval 
database [44]. �e NSR RR interval database was recorded 
from 54 subjects (30 men, aged 28.5–76, and 24 women, 
aged 58–73) with the NSR-heart state. �e CHF RR interval 
database was recorded from 29 subjects aged 34–79, with 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed entropy-based pattern learning by a combination of singular spectrum analysis and entropy measures 
for assessment of physiological signals.
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(� = 1, 2, . . . , �) can be obtained by the eigentriples of the cor-
responding ordinal numbers in the forms of (2) and (3). 
Finally, the resulting matrix �̃ can be expressed as

In the step of Diagonal Averaging, because the size of the 
resulting matrix �̃ is � × �, the resulting matrix �̃ �rst can be 
described in the form with elements, i.e., �̃ = (�̃)�,�, 1 ≤ � ≤ �
and 1 ≤ � ≤ �.

By averaging of the matrix elements (�̃)�,� over the diagonals 
� + � = � + 1, a new one-dimensional time series �(�) for 
� = 1, 2, 3, . . . , �, can be reconstructed from the resulting 
matrix �̃. �e expression of the time series �(�) can be derived 
as follows [46].

�e reconstructed time series �(�) is corresponding with the 
resulting matrix �̃ one by one. When � = � in the step of 
Grouping, the resulting matrix �̃ in Equation (4) will be equal 
to the trajectory matrix � in Equation (3). Under such condi-
tion, the original time series �(�) can be reconstructed by the 
resulting matrix �̃, that is, �(�) = �(�). Furthermore, when the 
indices of �� are chosen to 1, 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, � in turn to realize the 
matrix ��� and the resulting matrix �̃ is de�ned to be the ���,  
the corresponding component �̃��(�) can be reconstructed. 
Hence, in these conditions the original time series �(�) can be 
expressed as the sum of all components �̃��(�).

SSA is an important signal decomposition method based on 
principal component analysis, which can decompose the orig-
inal time series into the sum of a small number of interpretable 
components [46]. From the perspective of SSA components 
analysis, the components �̃��(�) can be viewed as the SSA com-
ponents of the original time series. Because the decomposed 
components are data adaptive, the SSA components are very 
suitable for the dynamic analysis of multicomponential and 
nonlinear physiological signals [46].

3.2. Physiological Signals with the Representation of SSA 
Components. As the analysis of time series above, physiological 

(4)�̃ =
�
∑
�=1
��� .

(5)�̃ = (�̃�,�)
�,�
�,� =(

�̃1,1 �̃1,2 �̃1,3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �̃1,�
�̃2,1 �̃2,2 �̃2,3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �̃2,�
�̃3,1 �̃3,2 �̃3,3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �̃3,�
...

...
...

. . .
...

�̃�,1 �̃�,2 �̃�,3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �̃�,�

).

(6)�(�) =

{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{
{

1
��
�
∑
�=1
�̃�,�−�+1 for 1 ≤ � < �;

1
�
�
∑
�=1
�̃�,�−�+1 for � ≤ � ≤ ;

1
� − � + 1

�−�+1
∑
�=�−�+1
�̃�,�−�+1 for  + 1 ≤ � ≤ �.

(7)�(�) =
�
∑
��=1

�
∑
�=1
�̃��(�).

A«er that, well-established entropy measures are calculated 
from the resulting SSA components. �e entropy measures of 
notable SSA components are selected to form input features 
and fed into pattern classi�er. For a more detailed description 
of the proposed entropy-based pattern learning is introduced 
as follows.

3.1. Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA). SSA has already 
become a powerful technique for the analysis and forecasting 
of time series, which is essentially a model-free method based 
on principal component analysis [45, 46]. SSA to analyze time 
series incorporates the elements of classical time series analysis, 
multivariate statistics, multivariate geometry, dynamical 
systems, and signal processing, which can overcome many 
limitations such as nonlinearity and nonstationarity of signals 
[47, 48]. As a model-free method for time series analysis, the 
SSA method can be applied to arbitrary time series including 
nonstationary time series [49]. SSA usually involves two 
complementary stages, one is the stage of decomposition 
and the other is the stage of reconstruction [46]. �e stage of 
decomposition consists of two steps: Embedding and Singular 
Value Decomposition (SVD). Consider a time series �(�) for 
� = 1, 2, 3, . . . , �. �e �rst step, Embedding, is to achieve 
mapping the one-dimensional time series �(�) into the multi-
dimensional vector space based on phase space reconstruction 
with window length �, and the trajectory matrix � of time 
series �(�) can be obtained as follows.

where � = � − � + 1.
�e second step is to perform the SVD of trajectory matrix 
� so that the trajectory matrix � can be further decomposed 
into the sum of rank-one elementary matrices.

where �� and �� are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix ��T, respectively, �� is de�ned to be 
�� = �T��/√��. �e vectors �� and �� for � = 1, 2, . . . , � are 
also called the le« and right singular vectors, respectively. �e 
collections (√��, ��, ��) for � = 1, 2, . . . , � are referred to as 
the �-th eigentriple of the SVD of trajectory matrix �. It must 
be noted that the eigenvalues of �� are given in descending 
order of magnitude (i.e., �1 ≥ �2 ≥ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≥ �� ≥ 0).

�e stage of reconstruction also consists of two steps: 
Grouping and Diagonal Averaging. �e indices 1, 2, . . ., � are 
corresponding to the ordinal numbers of the eigentriple of 
SVD of trajectory matrix �. In the step of Grouping, the set 
of indices {1, 2, . . ., � } can be �rst divided into v disjoint 
subsets �1, �2, . . . , �� (� ≤ �), and then the matrices ���

(1)� =(

�(1) �(2) �(3) . . . �(�)
�(2) �(3) �(4) . . . �(� + 1)
�(3) �(4) �(5) . . . �(� + 2)
...

...
...

. . .
...

�(�) �(� + 1) �(� + 2) . . . �(�)

),

(2)�� = √�����T� ,

(3)� = �1 +�2 + . . . +�� =
�
∑
�=1
√�����T� ,
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3.4. Screening Notable SSA Components. Screening notable 
SSA components from the resulting SSA components can be 
viewed as a step of feature dimension reduction. �e paired-
sample �-test and e�ect size of Cohen’s � have been applied 
extensively in the existing researches [35, 53]. In our work, 
when evaluating the performance of the proposed entropy-
based pattern learning, the paired-sample �-test and e�ect 
size of Cohen’s � are �rst used to screen the notable SSA 
components in the training phase.

For the entropy measures of the SSA components, the �
values of paired-sample �-test obtained from the entropy meas-
ures of two sample groups are used to rank the SSA compo-
nents in the training phase. �e lower the � values are, the 
more discriminative are the entropy measures of the SSA 
components. In this paper, the statistical signi�cance is set a 
priori at � < 0.05, and when the � values are less than 0.05, 
the SSA components will be recognized as the notable SSA 
components. In addition, Cohen’s � static is calculated for sta-
tistically signi�cant observations to examine the e�ect size of 
the corresponding measure for two sample groups. Cohen’s �
is particularly popular in meta-analysis in which the di�erence 
on the two means for two sample groups is considered impor-
tant [53]. An e�ect size � > 0.4 is considered medium and is 
consider large if � > 0.8, as suggested in the available researches 
[53, 54]. In this paper, the magnitude of � > 0.4 is used to 
indicate the notable SSA components for pattern learning.

3.5. Pattern Classi�er and Cross-Validation. Machine learning 
can learn from data to make data-driven decisions. �ere are 
many powerful machine learning algorithms to use for pattern 
classi�er. In this paper, we have use two classical machine 
learning algorithms as pattern classi�ers, i.e., SVM and linear 
discriminant analysis (LDA). �e main working principle of 
SVM is to map the input space to a high dimensional feature 
space and then uses a kernel function to determine a linear 
optimal separating hyperplane in the feature space. LDA, 
based on the within and between class scatter matrices, can 
achieve a linear decision boundary by maximizing the between 
class scatter and minimizing the within class scatter. In our 
work, the SVM is implemented with the LIBSVM toolbox [55], 
and the LDA is implemented by the FITCDISCR function of 
Matlab. Table 3 presents the details of parameters of SVM 
and LDA pattern classi�ers used in our work. For SVM, 
the type of SVM is selected as C-SVC (� = 0) and the radial 
basis function (RBF) is used as the kernel function (� = 2). 
We search the parameter space 2[−10:8] with a step of one to 
�nd the optimal values for the parameters c and g and the 
other parameters are used the default values according to the 

signals �(�) (where � = 1, 2, 3, . . . , �) can be �rst mapped to 
the trajectory matrix with window length �. �en, each of 
the eigentriples of the SVD of trajectory matrix are used to 
reconstruct its corresponding SSA components which are 
denoted as �̃�(�) (where � = 1, 2, 3, . . . , �) [45]. For instance, 
the �rst SSA component �̃1(�) is reconstructed by the �rst 
eigentriple of the SVD of trajectory matrix; the second SSA 
component �̃2(�) is reconstructed by the second eigentriple 
of the SVD of trajectory matrix, and so on. Finally, the 
physiological signals �(�) (where � = 1, 2, 3, . . . , �) can be 
represented as the sum of all SSA components �̃�(�) (where 
� = 1, 2, 3, . . . , �).

3.3. Entropy Measures. A variety of well-established entropy 
measures, such as ApEn, SampEn, MSEn, etc., have been 
proposed to quantify the amount of regularity or irregularity 
of physiological signals that are collected from subjects 
representing the dynamic physiological processes of human 
body system [50–52]. ApEn is a complexity measure of 
physiological signals, which can be used for the measure 
of predictability based on assessing the irregularity of 
physiological signals. SampEn, as a modi�ed version of 
ApEn, was proposed by Richman et al. [51], which had better 
performance than ApEn in the consistency and dependence 
on data length [51]. FuzzyEn was proposed by Chen et al. 
[52], which was developed on the basis of SampEn and 
used the fuzzy membership function (usually the family of 
exponential function) to make a fuzzy measurement of two 
vectors’ similarity so that the similarity does not change 
abruptly [52]. MSEn, proposed by Costa et al. [12], was 
based on the evaluation of SampEn on the multiple time 
scales. MSEn used as entropy metric in physiologic signals 
which took into account the multiple time scales. �e 
original signal was divided into nonoverlapping segments 
by the use of coarse-graining, and then the averages of the 
data points for each segments were reconstituted the coarse-
grained signal.

We used ApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn, and MSEn as entropy 
measures to extract the features from the SSA components 
derived from physiological signals. For ApEn, SampEn, and 
FuzzyEn, the typical calculation parameters were that � = 2
or 3, and � = 0.1 to 0.25 × STD, where STD was the standard 
deviation of time series. In this paper, the assignments of the 
calculation parameters for ApEn, SampEn, CmpMSE, and 
PermEn are shown in Table 2.

(8)�(�) =
�
∑
�=1

�
∑
�=1
�̃�(�).

Table 2: �e assignments of the calculation parameters for ApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn, and MSEn.

Entropy measures
Data length Embedding dimension Tolerance Scale factor

Reference� � � �
ApEn

4097 (EEG) 
5000 (EMG) 

≈5088 (RR-intervals)

2 0.15 × STD − [50, 51]
SampEn 2 0.15 × STD − [51]
FuzzyEn 2 0.15 × STD − [52]
MSEn 2 0.15 × STD 7 [12, 57]
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where �� is corresponding to the number of true positive 
instances identi�ed as positive instances, �� is corresponding 
to the number of true negative instances identi�ed as negative 
instances, �� is corresponding to the number of true negative 
instances identi�ed as positive instances and �� is corre-
sponding to the number of true positive instances identi�ed 
as negative instances.

4. Results

4.1. Eye States Identi�cation from EEG Signals. To demonstrate 
its validity, the proposed entropy-based pattern learning was 
used to identify the eye-closed and eye-open states from 
EEG signals. In this experiment, the EEG signals were �rst 
represented as the ten SSA components by the use of SSA with 
window length � = 10. �en, four well-established entropy 
measures, ApEn, SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn, were extracted 
from the ten SSA components as the features to quantify the 
EEG signals under the eye-closed and eye-open physiological 
states. �e calculation parameters for the four well-established 
entropy measures were set as shown in Table 2.

Figure 2 shows the statistical results of the values of ApEn, 
SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn for the �rst to tenth SSA compo-
nents of EEG signals under the eye-closed and eye-open phys-
iological states, which are given as means ± standard erssrors. 
�e order of SSA components from 1st to 10th in Figure 2 
denotes the �rst to tenth SSA components of EEG signals, which 
is corresponding to the descending order of magnitude of the 
ten eignvalues according to the results of the SSA of EEG signals. 
For each of the SSA components of EEG signals, the paired-sam-
ple �-test is used to test the signi�cance of the entropy measures 
between the eye-closed state and the eye-open state. �e � values 
of paired-sample �-test for ApEn, SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn 
of the �rst to tenth SSA components between the eye-closed 
state and eye-open state are shown in Table 4.

In Table 4, the smaller the � values are, the more signi�cant 
are the entropy measures of the SSA components between the 
eye-closed state and eye-open state. According to the ascend-
ing order of the � values of paired-sample �-test, for ApEn and 
SampEn, the �rst to tenth SSA components of EEG signals can 
be ranked as 1, 5, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 3, 4, and 2, respectively. In the 
same way, for FuzzyEn the �rst to tenth SSA components of 
EEG signals can be ranked 1, 8, 3, 5, 9, 10, 4, 7, 6, and 2, respec-
tively; for MSEn, the �rst to tenth SSA components of EEG 
signals can be ranked 3, 2, 6, 4, 9, 7, 8, 1, 10, and 5, respectively. 
In addition, for most SSA components of ApEn, SampEn, 
MSEn, and FuzzyEn, the � values are less than 0.05, except for 
the ApEn of the 3rd SSA component (� = 0.0555), except for 
SampEn of the 3rd and 4th SSA components (� = 0.0888 and 
0.0531, respectively), except for FuzzyEn of the 5th and 6th 
SSA components (� = 0.316 and 0.767, respectively) and 
except for MSEn of the 9th SSA component (� = 0.372).

Next, we used SVM as pattern classi�er and LOOCV as 
cross-validation strategy to evaluate the performance for the pro-
posed entropy-based pattern learning with aim to identify the 
eye-closed and open physiological states from EEG signals. First 
of all, we need to screen the notable SSA components in training 
phase. When the � values are less than 0.05, the SSA components 

recommendation by LIBSVM toolbox instructions [36, 56]. 
For LDA, the discriminant type of FITCDISCR function is 
set to linear, which is corresponding to the regularized linear 
discriminant analysis.

�ere are two types of cross-validation for machine learn-
ing, one is exhaustive cross-validation and the other is nonex-
haustive cross-validation, the aim of which is to divide the 
whole samples into a training set and a test set. In this paper, 
leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) and �ve-fold 
cross-validation (FFCV) were used as validation strategies to 
evaluate the performance for entropy-based pattern learning. 
�e LOOCV, as an exhaustive cross-validation method, uses 
each one sample as the test set exactly once, while the remaining 
samples are used as the training set before testing. �e FFCV, 
as a nonexhaustive cross-validation method, randomly parti-
tions the whole samples into �ve subsets [57]. Each subset is 
used as the test set exactly once, while the remaining subsets 
are used as the training set before testing. �e results of all tests’ 
performance evaluation are averaged to gain the �nal statistical 
measures.

3.6. Performance Evaluation. Accuracy, Sensitivity, Speci�city, 
Positive Predictive Value (PPV), and Negative Predictive 
Value (NPV) are usually used as the statistical measures to 
evaluate the performance of pattern recognition [35, 38]. �e 
mathematical expressions of these statistical measures are 
given by

(9)Accuracy = �� + ��
�� + �� + �� + ��,

(10)Sensitivity = ���� + ��,

(11)Specificity = ���� + ��,

(12)��� = ���� + ��,

(13)��� = TN

�� + ��,

Table 3: �e details of parameters of SVM and LDA pattern clas-
si�ers.

Classi�er Parameter Values

SVM

� 0 (C-SVC)
� 2 (Radial basis kernel function)

�
Search the parameter space 

2[−10 : 8] with a step of one to �nd 
the optimal value

�
Search the parameter space 

2[−10 : 8] with a step of one to �nd 
the optimal value

LDA “Discrim type” “Linear” (Regularized linear 
discriminant analysis)
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would be recognized as the notable SSA components. �erefore, 
taking advantage of the feature dimension reduction by 
paired-sample �-test, only the entropy measures of the SSA com-
ponents having signi�cant di�erences (� < 0.05) between the 
eye-closed state and eye-open state were selected as the input 
features for pattern classi�er. Table 5 presents the performance 
evaluations for the proposed entropy-based pattern learning to 
identify the eye-closed and eye-open physiological states from 
EEG signals. �e eye-closed state is speci�ed as positive instance 
and the eye-open state is speci�ed as negative instance.

In Table 5, since the ten SSA components are obtained 
from EEG signals by the use of SSA with window length 
� = 10, the dimensions of ApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn, and 
MSEn are all 10. However, according to the experimental 
results of paired-sample �-test in training phase, for the ten 
SSA components, the dimension of the input features of ApEn 
for pattern classi�er is just 9. Similarly, the dimensions of the 
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Figure 2: Statistical results of the values of (a) ApEn, (b) SampEn, (c) FuzzyEn, and (d) MSEn for the �rst to tenth SSA components of EEG 
signals under the eye-closed and eye-open physiological states, which are given as means ± standard errors. �e order of SSA components from 
1st to 10th is corresponding to the descending order of magnitude for the ten eignvalues according to the results of the SSA of EEG signals.

Table 4: �e � values of paired-sample �-test for ApEn, SampEn, 
MSEn, and FuzzyEn of the �rst to tenth SSA components of EEG 
signals between the eye-closed and eye-open states.

Order of 
SSA com-
ponents

ApEn SampEn FuzzyEn MSEn

1st 3.13 × 10−30 4.78 × 10−34 7.80 × 10−39 5.00×10−6

2nd 1.60 ×10−11 2.75 × 10−12 7.21 × 10−5 4.33 × 10−10

3rd 0.0555 0.0888 6.77 × 10−12 1.62 × 10−4

4th 0.0326 0.0531 1.29 × 10−6 6.29 × 10−5

5th 7.48 × 10−5 3.75 × 10−5 0.316 5.31 × 10−3

6th 3.25 × 10−10 5.98 × 10−10 0.767 2.93 × 10−4

7th 2.54 × 10−10 5.48 × 10−11 1.48×10−9 3.54 × 10−3

8th 1.10 × 10−18 3.55 × 10−18 1.30 × 10−5 8.89 × 10−14

9th 5.17 × 10−16 4.79 × 10−16 2.62 × 10−6 0.372
10th 1.85 × 10−19 2.45 × 10−19 1.97 × 10−15 6.83 × 10−5
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aggressive and normal physical actions. According to the 
ascending order of the � values of paired-sample �-test, for 
ApEn, the �rst to twentieth SSA components of EMG signals 
can be ranked as 4, 3, 5, 7, 10, 1, 2, 6, 20, 11, 12, 14, 18, 16, 13, 
17, 19, 8, 15, and 9, respectively. �e � values of most SSA 
components of ApEn are greater than 0.05, except for the 1st, 
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 18th SSA components. 
Similarly, for SampEn, the �rst to twentieth SSA components 
of EMG signals can be ranked as 6, 3, 9, 11, 16, 1, 2, 7, 17, 18, 
20, 19, 10, 15, 13, 14, 12, 4, 8, and 5, respectively. �e � values 
of most SSA components of SampEn are also greater than 0.05, 
except for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 6th, 7th, 8th, 18th, 19th, and 20th 
SSA components. For FuzzyEn, the �rst to twentieth SSA com-
ponents of EMG signals are ranked as 3, 5, 9, 6, 8, 1, 2, 4, 19, 
7, 10, 12, 15, 16, 14, 17, 11, 20, 13, and 18, respectively. �e p 
values of the twenty SSA components of FuzzyEn are all less 
than 0.05. For MSEn, the �rst to twentieth SSA components 
of EMG signals are ranked as 10, 4, 3, 6, 9, 13, 20, 16, 18, 19, 
17, 15, 14, 8, 11, 12, 5, 1, 2, and 7, respectively. �e � values of 
most SSA components of MSEn are greater than 0.05, except 
for the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th SSA 
components.

Next, we respectively used SVM and LDA as pattern 
classi�ers and LOOCV as cross-validation strategy to eval-
uate the accuracy for the identi�cation of aggressive and 
normal physical actions from EMG signals. It should be 
noted that the reason for the LDA and LOOCV used in our 
experiment was that we used the same pattern classi�er and 
cross-validation strategy as the Pham’s study [14], for the 
purpose of ensuring the fair comparison. Like the entro-
py-based pattern learning in EEG signals, we took advantage 
of paired-sample �-test for feature dimension reduction in 
the training phase. Table 7 presents the performance eval-
uations for the proposed entropy-based pattern learning to 
identify the aggressive and normal physical actions from 
EMG signals.

In Table 7, because the twenty SSA components are 
obtained from EMG signals by the use of SSA with window 
length � = 20, the dimensions of ApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn, 
and MSEn are all 20. In addition, according to the experi-
mental results of paired-sample �-test in the training phase, 
for the �rst to twentieth SSA components of EMG signals, all 
the SSA components of FuzzyEn between the aggressive phys-
ical action and normal physical action were signi�cant 
(� < 0.05). �erefore, the dimension of the input features of 
FuzzyEn for pattern classi�er is 20. However, for some SSA 
components of ApEn, SampEn, and MSEn, there are not sig-
ni�cant di�erences (� > 0.05) between the aggressive physical 

input features of SampEn, FuzzyEn, and MSEn for pattern 
classi�er are 8, 8, and 9, respectively. As shown in Table 5, it 
can be observed that with respect to the four well-established 
entropy measures, the proposed entropy-based pattern learn-
ing can achieve excellent performances to identify the eye-
closed and eye-open physiological states from EEG signals. 
Speci�cally, for the proposed entropy-based pattern learning 
based on ApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn, and MSEn, the identi�ca-
tion accuracies of the eye-closed and eye-open physiological 
states are 95.50%, 94.50%, 96.50%, and 92.00%, respectively. 
It should be noted that the optimum accuracy of 96.50% is 
achieved based on FuzzyEn.

4.2. Physical Actions Classi�cation from EMG Signals. To show 
its applicability, the proposed entropy-based pattern learning 
was used to classify the normal and aggressive physical 
actions from EMG signals. Moreover, in order to illustrate the 
superiority of the proposed entropy-based pattern learning, 
we made a comparative study with the existing research 
results reported by Pham [14]. For the EMG signals in our 
experiment, the �rst 5000 data points of the �rst channel 
(corresponding to the right bicep EMG signals) were used 
to ensure fair and valid comparisons, which were the same 
EMG signals used in Pham’s study [14]. Firstly, the EMG 
signals were �rst represented as the twenty SSA components 
by the use of SSA with window length � = 20. �en, ApEn, 
SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn were extracted from the twenty 
SSA components as the features to quantify the EMG signals 
under normal and aggressive physical actions. �e calculation 
parameters for ApEn, SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn were also 
shown in Table 2.

Figure 3 shows the statistical results of the values of ApEn, 
SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn for the �rst to twentieth SSA 
components of EMG signals under aggressive and the normal 
physical actions, which are given as means ± standard errors. 
�e order of the SSA components from 1st to 20th in Figure 3 
denotes the �rst to twentieth SSA components of EMG signals, 
which is corresponding to the descending order of magnitude 
of the twenty eignvalues according to the results of the SSA of 
EMG signals. For each of the SSA components of EMG signals, 
the paired-sample �-test was used to test the signi�cance of the 
entropy measures between the aggressive and normal physical 
actions. �e � values of paired-sample �-test for ApEn, SampEn, 
MSEn, and FuzzyEn of the �rst to twentieth SSA components 
between the aggressive and normal physical actions are shown 
in Table 6.

In Table 6, the smaller the � values are, the more signi�cant 
are the entropy measures of the SSA components between the 

Table 5: Performance evaluations for the proposed entropy-based pattern learning to identify the eye-closed and eye-open states from EEG 
signals. SVM and LOOCV are used as pattern classi�er and cross-validation strategy, respectively.

EnM, entropy measures; DimEnM, dimension of entropy measures; DimIF, dimension of input features; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predic-
tive value.

EnM DimEnM DimIF Accuracy Sensitivity Speci�city PPV NPV
ApEn 10 9 95.50% 95.00% 96.00% 95.96% 95.05%
SampEn 10 8 94.50% 93.00% 96.00% 95.88% 93.20%
FuzzyEn 10 8 96.50% 96.00% 97.00% 96.97% 96.04%
MSEn 10 9 92.00% 89.00% 95.00% 94.68% 89.62%
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Pham’s study. In addition, the contrasting results are fully 
demonstrated that the proposed entropy-based pattern learning 
has strong discriminating power to reveal speci�c biosignal 
patterns from EMG signals.

4.3. Heart States Detection from RR-Intervals Signals. To 
demonstrate the widely application potential of the proposed 
entropy-based pattern learning for assessment of physiological 
signals, we further used the proposed entropy-based pattern 
learning to identify the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states from 
RR-intervals signals. Moreover, we also made a comparison 
with the recent research reported by Liu et al. [57]. In our 
experiment, the RR-interval signals were �rst represented as 
the twelve SSA components by the use of SSA with window 
length � = 12. �en, ApEn, SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn were 
extracted from the twelve SSA components to quantify the 
RR-interval signals under two di�erent states of heartbeat 

action and normal physical action. Finally, the dimensions of 
the input features of ApEn, SampEn, and MSEn for the pro-
posed entropy-based pattern learning are just 8, 9, and 7, 
respectively.

As shown in Table 7, for the proposed entropy-based pattern 
learning based on ApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn, and MSEn, when 
used SVM as pattern classi�er, the identi�cation accuracies of 
the aggressive and normal physical actions are 77.50%, 80.00%, 
87.50%, and 80.00%, respectively; when used LDA as pattern 
classi�er, the identi�cation accuracies are 72.50%, 75.00%, 
68.78%, and 73.75%, respectively. However, for Pham’s study 
[14], the identi�cation accuracies of the aggressive and normal 
physical actions were 61.25% and 50.00%, which were corre-
sponding to the LDA with time-shi« multiscale entropy (TSME) 
as features and the LDA with MSEn as features, respectively. 
Hence, according to the results in Table 7, one can clearly 
observe that our method is outperformed than that reported in 
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Figure 3: Statistical results of the values of (a) ApEn, (b) SampEn, (c) FuzzyEn, and (d) MSEn for the �rst to twentieth SSA components of EMG 
signals under the aggressive and normal physical actions, which are given as means ± standard errors. �e order of the SSA components from 
1st to 20th is corresponding to the descending order of magnitude of the twenty eignvalues according to the results of the SSA of EMG signals.
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Figure 4 shows the statistical results of the values of 
ApEn, SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn for the �rst to twel«h 
SSA components of RR-intervals signals under the NSR-
heart and CHF-heart states, which are given as means ± stand-
ard errors. �e order of SSA components from 1st to 12th 
in Figure 4 denotes the �rst to twel«h SSA components of 
RR-intervals signals by the SSA method, which is corre-
sponding to the descending order of magnitude for the 
twelve eignvalues according to the results of the SSA of 
RR-intervals signals. For each of the SSA components, the 
e�ect size Cohen’s � of the entropy measures of SSA com-
ponents between the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states was 
calculated so as to rank the SSA components. �e values of 
Cohen’s � for ApEn, SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn of the 
�rst to twel«h SSA components for RR-interval signals 
between the NSR-heart and the CHF-heart states are shown 
in Table 8.

In Table 8, the larger the values of Cohen’s � are, the more 
signi�cant are the entropy measures of the SSA components 
between the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states. According to 
the descending order of the values of Cohen’s �, for ApEn, the 
�rst to twel«h SSA components of RR-interval signals are 
ranked as 10, 6, 9, 8, 7, 11, 5, 12, 3, 4, 1, and 2, respectively. 
�e values of Cohen’s � for the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th SSA 
components are larger than 0.40. In the same way, for SampEn, 
the �rst to twel«h SSA components of RR-interval signals are 
ranked as 12, 5, 10, 11, 7, 8, 6, 9, 1, 4, 2, and 3, respectively. 
�e values of Cohen’s � for the 2nd, 5th, 7th and 9th, to 12th 
SSA components are larger than 0.40. For FuzzyEn, the twelve 
SSA components from the 1st to 12th order are ranked as 4, 
1, 3, 12, 7, 8, 9, 11, 2, 5, 6, and 10, respectively. �e values of 
Cohen’s � for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 9th SSA components are 
larger than 0.40. For MSEn, the twelve SSA components from 
the 1st to 12th order are ranked as 12, 6, 10, 11, 3, 9, 8, 4, 1, 7, 
5, and 2, respectively. �e values of most SSA components of 
MSEn for the 2nd, 5th, and 7th–12th SSA components are 
larger than 0.40.

Next, we used SVM as pattern classi�er and FFCV as 
cross-validation strategy to evaluate the performance for the 
proposed entropy-based pattern learning with the aim to iden-
tify the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states from RR-interval 
signals. First of all, we also need to screen the notable SSA 
components in the training phase. Taking advantage of the 
e�ect size of Cohen’s � to reduce the feature dimension, the 
magnitude of � > 0.4 is used to indicate the notable SSA com-
ponents. Table 9 shows the performance evaluations for the 
proposed entropy-based pattern learning to identify the NSR-
heart and CHF-heart states from RR-interval signals.

In Table 9, since the twelve SSA components are 
obtained from RR-interval signals by the use of SSA with 
window length � = 12, the dimensions of ApEn, SampEn, 
FuzzyEn, and MSEn are all 12. Nevertheless, according to 
the experimental results of the values of Cohen’s � in the 
training phase, the dimensions of the input features of 
ApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn, and MSEn for pattern classifier 
are 4, 7, 4, and 8, respectively. As shown in Table 9, for the 
proposed entropy-based pattern learning based on ApEn, 
SampEn, FuzzyEn, and MSEn, the identification accuracies 

(NSR-heart state and CHF-heart state). �e calculation 
parameters for ApEn, SampEn, MSEn, and FuzzyEn were 
shown in Table 2. It should be noted that the �rst one hour 
of the RR-interval signals was used in our experiment, and 
the rhythm of each subject’s heartbeat was di�erent. So, the 
lengths of data points for the �rst one hour of the RR-interval 
signals were not �xed. �e means and standard deviations of 
the length of data points for the NSR-heart and CHF-heart 
states were � = 4910 ± 668 and 5266 ± 623, respectively.

Table 6: �e � values of paired-sample �-test for ApEn, SampEn, 
MSEn, and FuzzyEn of the �rst to twentieth SSA components of 
EMG signals between the aggressive and normal physical actions.

Order of SSA 
components ApEn SampEn FuzzyEn MSEn

1st 0.004 0.012 1.53 × 10−5 0.127
2nd 0.002 0.005 2.40 × 10−5 0.037
3rd 0.010 0.036 9.21 × 10−5 0.027
4th 0.036 0.065 4.74 × 10−5 0.046
5th 0.153 0.452 8.67 × 10−5 0.095
6th 1.96 × 10−4 1.01 × 10−3 7.15 × 10−7 0.255
7th 2.94 × 10−4 1.14 × 10−3 1.08 × 10−6 0.921
8th 0.018 0.016 2.03 × 10−5 0.608
9th 0.924 0.560 0.005 0.704
10th 0.246 0.629 7.68 × 10−5 0.801
11th 0.323 0.988 1.60 × 10−4 0.671
12th 0.443 0.853 3.80 × 10−4 0.532
13th 0.595 0.052 1.54 × 10−3 0.309
14th 0.584 0.109 1.69 × 10−3 0.092
15th 0.375 0.087 0.80 × 10−3 0.179
16th 0.587 0.096 1.91 × 10−3 0.183
17th 0.734 0.072 0.36 × 10−3 0.037
18th 0.039 0.006 8.44 × 10−3 0.003
19th 0.506 0.035 0.40 × 10−3 0.017
20th 0.103 0.009 2.82 × 10−3 0.048

Table 7: Performance evaluations for the proposed entropy-based 
pattern learning to classify the aggressive and normal physical ac-
tions from EMG signals. �e cross-validation strategy is based on 
LOOCV. EnM, entropy measures; DimEnM, dimension of entropy 
measures; DimIF, dimension of input features.

Study Classi-
�er EnM DimEnM DimIF Accu-

racy

Our work

SVM ApEn 20 8 77.50%
SVM SampEn 20 9 80.00%
SVM FuzzyEn 20 20 87.50%
SVM MSEn 20 7 80.00%
LDA ApEn 20 8 72.50%
LDA SampEn 20 9 75.00%
LDA FuzzyEn 20 20 68.78%
LDA MSEn 20 7 73.75%

Pham’s 
study [14]

LDA TSME 20 20 61.25%
LDA MSEn 20 20 50.00%
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of the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states are 73.49%, 79.52%, 
86.75%, and 81.93%, respectively. It should be noted that 
for the proposed entropy-based pattern learning to identify 
the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states from RR-interval sig-
nals, the optimum identification accuracy of 86.75% is 
achieved based on FuzzyEn. In Liu’s study, for the tradi-
tional MSEn analysis of the original RR-intervals signals 
(named as MSE_RR), the identification accuracy of five-
fold cross-validation was 74.6% when the length of data 
points was � = 5000; for the MSEn analysis of the differ-
ential RR interval signals (named as MSE_dRR), the iden-
tification accuracy of five-fold cross-validation was 85.6% 
when the length of data points was � = 5000. Hence, the 
identification accuracy for the proposed entropy-based 
pattern learning based on MSEn is 7.33% higher than the 
identification accuracy of the MSE_RR in Liu’s study, and 
the identification accuracy for the proposed entropy-based 
pattern learning based on FuzzyEn is better than the 
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Figure 4: Statistical results of the values of (a) ApEn, (b) SampEn, (c) FuzzyEn, and (d) MSEn for the �rst to twel«h SSA components of 
RR-intervals signals under the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states, which are given as means ± standard errors. �e order of SSA components 
from 1st to 12th is corresponding to the descending order of magnitude for the twelve eignvalues according to the results of the SSA of RR-
intervals signals.

Table 8: �e values of Cohen’s � for ApEn, SampEn, MSEn, and 
FuzzyEn of the �rst to twel«h SSA components for RR-interval sig-
nals between the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states.

Order of SSA compo-
nents ApEn SampEn FuzzyEn MSEn

1st 0.120 0.082 0.420 0.023
2nd 0.334 0.678 1.131 0.561
3rd 0.126 0.328 0.515 0.167
4th 0.171 0.271 0.001 0.149
5th 0.304 0.449 0.208 0.695
6th 0.104 0.340 0.199 0.225
7th 0.340 0.573 0.190 0.418
8th 0.101 0.333 0.140 0.610
9th 0.674 0.894 0.707 0.794
10th 0.497 0.706 0.275 0.487
11th 0.730 0.834 0.267 0.575
12th 0.716 0.775 0.158 0.697
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experimental analysis. Table 10 presents the comparison results 
of the identification accuracies for the entropy-based pattern 
learning to identify specific patterns in EEG, EMG, and 
RR-interval signals with and without SSA components rep-
resentation. �e pattern learning task #1, #2, and #3 refer to 
the eye-closed and eye-open states identification from EEG 
signals, the aggressive and normal physical actions classifica-
tion from EMG signals, and the NSR-heart and CHF-heart 
states detection from RR-intervals signals, respectively, which 
are just the pattern learning tasks in the previous section. For 
the three pattern learning tasks, the pattern classifiers and 
cross-validation strategy are all based on the SVM and LOOCV.

According to the experimental results of the previous sec-
tion, for the pattern learning task #1 and #2, the optimum 
identification accuracies for the proposed entropy-based pat-
tern learning based on FuzzyEn are 96.50%, 87.50%, respec-
tively. For the pattern learning task #3, in order to make a 
better comparison, we used the LOOCV (an exhaustive 
cross-validation) as validation strategy instead of the FFCV. 
For the proposed entropy-based pattern learning, the opti-
mum identification accuracy of the pattern recognition task 
#3 is achieved to 83.13%. However, as shown in Table 10, when 
the EEG, EMG, and RR-interval signals without SSA compo-
nents representation, the identification accuracies for the pat-
tern learning task #1, #2, and #3 are 71.50%, 80.00%, and 
65.06%, respectively, which are obviously lower than the for-
mer experimental results. �erefore, according to the com-
parative experimental results, one can clearly observe that the 
discriminating power of entropy measures based on the SSA 
components is much stronger than the physiological signals 
themselves. It should be noted that for the entropy-based pat-
tern learning in physiological signals themselves, the dimen-
sion of entropy measures is 1 in Table 10 because just the 
physiological signals themselves are used to calculate the 
entropy metric in the experiment.

When physiological signals are represented as the SSA com-
ponents, the parameter of the window length of SSA is very 
critical to the performance of the proposed entropy-based pat-
tern learning [58]. In order to evaluate the influence of the 
parameter of window length on the performance of the pro-
posed entropy-based pattern learning, we used the proposed 
entropy-based pattern learning with different window lengths 
to investigate the eye-closed and eye-open states identification 
from EEG signals and the aggressive and normal physical actions 
classification from EMG signals, respectively. Table 11 presents 
the comparison results of the identification accuracies for the 

identification accuracies of the MSE_RR and MSE_dRR in 
Liu’s study.

5. Discussion

In this paper, we make an innovation attempt to develop a new 
methodology of entropy-based pattern learning based on SSA 
components and entropy measures for assessment of physio-
logical signals. For the proposed entropy-based pattern learn-
ing, a new feature engineering approach based on SSA method 
to decompose physiological signals is applied to the feature 
extraction of entropy measures. Physiological signals are first 
represented as a series of SSA components and then extract 
entropy measures from the resulting SSA components. �e 
resulting SSA components are data adaptive, which are closely 
related to the temporal structure of physiological signals them-
selves [46]. �e main benefit for the proposed entropy-based 
pattern learning is that the SSA components can help to facil-
itate the feature extraction of entropy measures from physio-
logical signals. In our work, four well-established entropy 
measures, ApEn, SampEn, FuzzyEn, and MSEn, are calculated 
with the SSA components as the features of physiological sig-
nals. �e proposed entropy-based pattern learning can achieve 
effective patterns learning for assessment of physiological sig-
nals. Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed entro-
py-based pattern learning is capable of revealing specific 
biosignal patterns in EEG, EMG, RR-interval signals. Why the 
proposed entropy-based pattern learning in physiological sig-
nals with the representation of SSA components can enhance 
biosignal patterns recognition is worth paying attention to.

A possible explanation is that from the perspective of signal 
decomposition, the physiological signals with the representa-
tion of SSA components can be extracted more informative 
features than the physiological signals themselves so as to 
improve the discrimination of biosignal patterns from physi-
ological signals. In order to demonstrate the difference of the 
discriminating power of entropy measures between the SSA 
components and the physiological signals themselves, we fur-
ther studied the entropy-based pattern learning in the physio-
logical signals themselves without the representation of SSA 
components to identify specific patterns in EEG, EMG, and 
RR-interval signals, and made a comparison with the experi-
mental results of the physiological signals with the representa-
tion of SSA components. In this experiment, we concentrated 
on the FuzzyEn as the entropy measure to perform 

Table 9:  Performance evaluations for the proposed entropy-based pattern learning to detect the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states from 
RR-interval signals. SVM and LOOCV are used as pattern classifier and cross-validation strategy, respectively.

EnM, entropy measures; DimEnM, dimension of entropy measures; DimIF, dimension of input features.

Study EnM DimEnM DimIF Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

Our work

ApEn 12 4 73.49% 44.83% 88.89%
SampEn 12 7 79.52% 51.72% 94.44%
FuzzyEn 12 4 86.75% 75.86% 92.59%

MSEn 12 8 81.93 % 65.52% 90.74%
MSE_RR [57] MSEn – – 74.6% 72.9% 75.0%
MSE_dRR [57] MSEn – – 85.6% 84.4% 86.8%
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signals. In addition, according to the experimental results in 
Table 11, the largest number of window length does not obtain 
the optimum identi�cation accuracy for the proposed entro-
py-based pattern learning. �erefore, the parameter of window 
length of SSA cannot be chosen too large, which has an adverse 
e�ect on the performance for the proposed entropy-based 
pattern learning. �is may be due to the fact that if the window 
length is too large, it may cause some essential components to 
mix with each other [46, 58].

Finally, as shown in Table 11, the optimum choices of the 
window length maybe vary with di�erent types of physiolog-
ical signals for the proposed entropy-based pattern learning. 
For the EMG signals, the best choice of window length is 
� = 20. However, for the EEG signals the best choice of the 
window length is � = 10. �e main reason is probably that 
when performed the SSA decomposition, selection of the 
appropriate window length depends on the problem in hand 
[46, 58]. �e SSA method is more an exploratory, model build-
ing tool than a con�rmatory procedure [46, 58]. In the prac-
tical application, how to determine the parameter of window 
length of SSA is an important issue worthy of in-depth study. 
To the best of our knowledge, in the general case, no universal 
rules and unambiguous recommendations can be given for 

proposed entropy-based pattern learning to identify the eye-
closed and eye-open states from EEG signals by the use of dif-
ferent window lengths, and to classify the aggressive and normal 
physical actions from EMG signals by the use of di�erent win-
dow lengths.

As shown in Table 11, for the identi�cation of eye-closed 
and eye-open states from EEG signals, when the window 
length is selected as 6, 10, 14, 16, 20, and 30, the identi�cation 
accuracies for the proposed entropy-based pattern are 90.00%, 
96.50%, 93.50%, 88.00%, 88.00%, and 90.00%, respectively. 
�e best accuracy of 96.50% is achieved by the proposed entro-
py-based pattern learning with window length � = 10. For the 
identi�cation of the aggressive and normal physical actions 
from EMG signals, when the window length is selected as 5, 
10, 15, 20, 25, and 30, the identi�cation accuracies for the 
proposed entropy-based pattern are 72.50%, 81.25%, 75.00%, 
87.50%, 70.00%, and 75.00%, respectively. �e best accuracy 
of 87.50% is achieved by the proposed entropy-based pattern 
learning with window length � = 20. According to the exper-
imental results, in order to achieve the optimum performance 
for the proposed entropy-based pattern learning, the window 
length should be selected as an appropriate value to obtain the 
enough essential components derived from the physiological 

Table 10: Comparison results of the identi�cation accuracies for entropy-based pattern learning to identify speci�c biosignal patterns from 
EEG, EMG, and RR-interval signals with and without SSA components representation. For pattern learning task #1, #2, and #3, FuzzyEn 
is used as the entropy features for experimental analysis, the SVM is used as pattern classi�er and LOOCV is used as the cross-validation 
strategy. DimIF, dimension of input features.

Pattern learning task Main method DimIF Accuracy

#1
FuzzyEn extracting from the SSA components of EEG signals 8 96.50%

FuzzyEn extracting from EEG signals 1 71.50%

#2
FuzzyEn extracting from the SSA components of EMG signals 20 87.50%

FuzzyEn extracting from EMG signals 1 80.00%

#3 FuzzyEn extracting from the SSA components of RR-intervals signals 4 83.13%
FuzzyEn extracting from RR-intervals 1 65.06%

Table 11: Comparison results of the identi�cation accuracies for the proposed entropy-based pattern learning to identify speci�c biosignal 
patterns from EEG and EMG signals with SSA components representation by the use of di�erent window lengths.

DimEnM, dimension of entropy measures; DimIF, dimension of input features; EnM, entropy measures; PatternC, pattern classi�er; CrossVS, cross-validation 
strategy; SVM, support vector machine; LOOCV, leave-one-out cross-validation.

Eye states identi�cation from EEG signals

Window length 6 10 14 16 20 30
DimEnM 6 10 14 16 20 30

DimIF 4 8 10 11 16 22
Accuracy (%) 90.00 96.50 93.50 88.00 88.00 90.00

EnM FuzzyEn
PatterC SVM
CrossVS LOOCV

Physical actions classi�cation from EMG signals

Window length 5 10 15 20 25 30
DimEnM 5 10 15 20 25 30

DimIF 5 10 15 20 24 30
Accuracy (%) 72.50 81.25 75.00 87.50 70.00 75.00

EnM FuzzyEn
PatterC SVM
CrossVS LOOCV
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different from the available approaches of entropy-based pat-
tern learning to deal with physiological signals. To demon-
strate the validity, applicability and versatility of the proposed 
entropy-based pattern learning, three kinds of physiological 
signals, EEG, EMG, and RR-interval signals, are used for 
experiment evaluations. Two classical machine learning algo-
rithms, SVM and LDA, are used as pattern classifiers to iden-
tify the eye-closed and eye-open states from EEG signals, to 
classify the aggressive and normal physical actions from EMG 
signals, and to detect the NSR-heart and CHF-heart states 
from RR-interval signals, respectively. Experiment results 
show that the excellent performances for the proposed entro-
py-based pattern learning have been achieved. �e optimum 
identification accuracies are reached to 96.50%, 87.50%, and 
86.75%, corresponding to the eye-closed and eye-open states 
identification from EEG signals, the aggressive and normal 
physical actions classification from EMG signals, and the 
NSR-heart and CHF-heart states detection from RR-interval 
signals, respectively. �e experiment results also have been 
made some comparisons with the available studies reported 
recently, which fully demonstrate that the proposed entro-
py-based pattern learning can achieved better performances 
for medical assessment of physiological signals. In addition, 
according to the comparison of experimental results based 
on the physiological signals themselves and the SSA compo-
nents, it is concluded that for the proposed entropy-based 
pattern learning the identification accuracies based on the 
SSA components is much higher than those based on the 
physiological signals themselves. Despite of some drawbacks 
such as the window length of SSA should be carefully deter-
mined, we believe that the proposed entropy-based pattern 
learning is a promising avenue in the analysis and forecasting 
of physiological signals, neurological disease diagnosis, arti-
ficial intelligence, and decision-making system and so on.
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